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Abstract
TCP slow start is designed to begin at a conservative bitrate, but quickly ramp up to the available bandwidth. To avoid over-shooting, TCP slow start has a HyStart mode (on by default in Linux) that may exit slow start before packets are lost. Unfortunately, HyStart may also exit slow start prematurely, making it take longer for TCP to reach intended bitrates. This is especially problematic for links with high bandwidth and high latency, such as an satellite Internet connection. This paper evaluates TCP HyStart performance over a commercial satellite Internet link, first evaluating how sender and receiver buffer size settings might limit throughput and subsequently assessing TCP with HyStart on versus TCP with HyStart off for both isolated and simultaneous flows. Analysis shows HyStart on (the default) significantly degrades TCP start-up performance, with average throughputs about half that of HyStart off during starting performance.
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Introduction
During slow start, TCP increases its congestion window by one for each acknowledgment received, effectively doubling its congestion window when there are no packet losses. Since packet losses are harmful to TCP flows during start-up, HyStart seeks to avoid losses by exiting slow start before it might overshoot the desired window threshold [10]. Unfortunately, exiting early can sometimes degrade performance if it exits before the available bitrate is reached since it will then take longer for the congestion window to reach the desired size. This can be particularly damaging for high-bandwidth, high-latency links since it takes a long time to reach the large congestion window required. In other words, slow start has a double-edged sword: without HyStart, the potential for low throughput caused by loss from a slow start overshoot, but with HyStart the potential for low throughput caused by prematurely exiting slow start.

Despite this, the original HyStart has been enabled by default for all TCP connections in Linux since about 2010. This means it is enabled by default for all high-bandwidth, high-latency Internet links even if it is not clear whether it helps or hurts the connection. Of particular interest are satellite Internet networks, an essential part of modern network infrastructures given their ubiquitous network connectivity for remote areas and especially in emergencies when traditional (i.e., wired) connections may not be available. The number of satellites in orbit is over 2100, a 67% increase from 2014 to 2019 [17], and recent research has improved satellite transmission capacities more than 20x, to a total planned capacity for geostationary satellites of over 5 Tb/s. While throughput gains for satellite Internet are promising, satellite latencies remain a challenge. The physics involved for round-trip time Internet communication between terrestrial hosts using a geostationary satellite accounts for about 550 milliseconds of latency at a minimum [5].

Despite their importance, there are few published studies measuring network performance over actual satellite networks [16], with most studies just using either simulation [2] or emulation with satellite parameters [18, 8]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work assessing the performance of TCP HyStart over actual satellite networks.

This paper presents results from experiments that measure the performance of HyStart in a commercial satellite Internet network. We first assess the role in sender and receiver buffer sizes, including Linux buffer auto-tuning, then performance with HyStart on versus HyStart off. The experiments are done over the Internet, but designed to be as comparable across runs as possible by interlacing runs serially to minimize temporal differences.

Analysis of the results shows for a satellite Internet connection, TCP sender and receiver buffer settings limit performance, but when the maximum buffer settings are raised, Linux auto-tuning does not impede exponential window growth. TCP HyStart significantly limits start-up performance, with HyStart off getting about twice as much bandwidth as HyStart on during start-up, translating to faster Web page (and similarly small) downloads. The advantage HyStart off has over HyStart on carries over to when TCP flows are competing for the satellite link bandwidth.

The rest of this report is organized as follows: Related Work describes work in slow start and satellite Internet related to this paper, Methodology describes our testbed and experimental methodology, Results analyzes our experiment data, and Conclusions summarizes our conclusions and suggests possible future work.
Related Work
This section describes work related to our paper, including TCP slow start and TCP performance over satellite networks.

TCP Slow Start
Ha and Rhee [10] identify overshooting of the available bandwidth during slow start as a problem for performance. They propose Hybrid Slow Start (HyStart) that uses slow start for growth, but incorporates additional signals to exit slow start in addition to the traditional packet loss. These signals include ACK packet-trains and an increase in round-trip delays. They evaluate HyStart in Linux TCP Cubic and show it can increase link utilization for links from 10 to 400 Mbits/s and latencies up to 200 ms.

Ha and Rhee [11] continue their work with evaluation over a broader set of systems (Linux, FreeBSD and Windows XP) and network conditions (wireless and asymmetric networks), with a comparison to other approaches. They show HyStart outperforms by 2x to 3x standard slow start, particularly with a comparison to other approaches. They show HyStart is effective in a range of network conditions, including those with wireless links.

Zong et al. [20] propose an enhanced TCP mechanism that increases the amount of data transferred in the slow start phase of TCP. Their approach uses the link latency compared to a traditional (e.g., “wired”) network as a multiplier for window growth, with some checks to differentiate wireless packet loss from congestion packet loss. Evaluation shows some promise to their approach, but implementation is only via simulation.

Li et al. [14] look to overcome the high round-trip times in satellite networks with a modification to slow start. Their slow start increase is exponential, as in traditional slow start, but becomes logarithmic as the desired thresholds is reached, similar to the TCP Cubic algorithm [12]. Simulation results show improvements to throughput over TCP Reno.

TCP over Satellite Networks
Obata et al. [16] evaluate TCP performance over actual (not emulated, as is typical) satellite networks. They compare a satellite-oriented TCP congestion control algorithm (STAR) with NewReno and Hybla. Experiments with the Wideband InterNetworking Engineering test and Demonstration Satellite (WINDS) network show throughputs around 26 Mbits/s and round-trip times around 860 milliseconds. Both TCP STAR and TCP Hybla have better throughputs over the satellite link than TCP NewReno.

Wang et al. [19] provide preliminary performance evaluation of QUIC with BBR on an emulated satellite network (capacities 1 Mbits/s and 10 Mbits/s, RTTs 200, 400 and 1000 ms, and packet loss rates up to 20%). Their results confirm QUIC with BBR has throughput improvements compared with TCP Cubic for their emulated satellite network.

Utsumi et al. [18] develop an analytic model for TCP Hybla for steady state throughput and round-trip time over satellite links. They verify the accuracy of their model with simulated and emulated satellite links (capacity 8 Mbits/s, RTT 550 ms, and packet loss rates up to 2%). Their analysis shows substantial improvements to throughput over that of TCP Reno for loss rates above 0.0001%.

Our Work
Our work extends the above work by using a commercial satellite Internet network, not simulation, considering TCP buffer settings and measuring the impact of HyStart on versus HyStart off. To the best of our knowledge, HyStart, in particular, has not been evaluated on actual satellite networks.

Methodology
To evaluate the impact of TCP settings over satellite links, we setup a testbed, serially bulk-download data with different TCP settings, and analyze the results.

Testbed
We setup a Viasat satellite Internet link so as to represent a client with a “last mile” satellite connection. Our servers are configured to allow for repeated tests and comparative performance by consecutive serial runs with all conditions the same, except for the change in TCP settings.

Our testbed is depicted in Figure 1. The client is a Linux PC with an Intel i7-1065G7 CPU @ 1.30GHz and 32 GB RAM. There are two servers, each with an Intel E312xx CPU @ 2.5 GHz and 32 GB RAM. The servers and client all run Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS, Linux kernel version 4.15.0.

The servers connect to our University LAN via Gb/s Ethernet. The campus network is connected to the Internet via several 10 Gb/s links, all throttled to 1 Gb/s. Wireshark captures all packet header data on each server and the client. The client connects to a Viasat satellite terminal (with a modem and router) via a Gb/s Ethernet connection. The client’s downstream Viasat service plan provides a peak data rate of 144 Mbits/s.

The terminal communicates through a Ka-band outdoor antenna (RF amplifier, up/down converter, reflector and feed) through the Viasat 2 satellite1 to the larger Ka-band gateway antenna. The terminal supports adaptive coding and modulation using 16-APK, 8 PSK, and QPSK and QPSK (forward) at 10 to 52 MSym/s and 8PSK, QPSK and BPSK (return) at 0.625 to 20 MSym/s.

The Viasat gateway performs per-client queue management, where the queue can grow up to 36 MBytes, allowing a maximum queuing delay of about 2 seconds at the peak data
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rate. Queue lengths are controlled at the gateway by Active Queue Management (AQM) that randomly drops 25% of incoming packets when the queue is over a half of the limit (i.e., 18 MBytes).

The performance enhancing proxy (PEP) that Viasat deploys by default is disabled for all experiments in order to assess congestion control performance independent of the PEP implementation, and to represent cases where a PEP could not be used (e.g., for encrypted flows).

Our previous work [6] assessed baseline performance for the link (i.e., without any added traffic) and shows the vast majority (99%) of round-trip times are from 560 and 625 milliseconds (median 597 ms, mean 597.5 ms, standard deviation 16.9 ms), and average packet loss rates are about 0.05%, with most of these (77%) single-packet losses.

Downloads
We compare the performance for bulk-downloads, which allows us to assess start-up as well as steady state performance. The servers are configured to use iperf2 (v3.3.1) with the default Linux TCP congestion control algorithm (Cubic). The client initiates a connection to one server via iperf, downloading 1 GByte, then proceeds to the next test condition.

After cycling through each setting, the client pauses for 1 minute. The process repeats either 5 or 10 times. We analyze results from a weekday before 6pm (local time) in May 2021.

Given the measured round-trip times and the peak data rate, the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of our satellite link is approximately 140 Mb/sec × 0.6 sec = 10.5 MBytes. When indicated, the default TCP buffer settings are changed on the server and/or client – e.g., setting tcp_mem, tcp_wmem (wmem), tcp_rmem (rmem) or tcp_moderate_rcvbuf – before starting iperf.

Results
This section analyzes performance for TCP buffer settings and then TCP HyStart.

Buffer Settings
For high-bandwidth, high-latency networks, TCP buffer sizes on either the sender or receiver can limit throughput.

As of Linux kernel v2.4 (in 2001), the kernel includes code for TCP buffer sizing. Buffer limits are controlled by kernel variables net.ipv4.tcp_rmem (rmem) and net.ipv4.tcp_wmem (wmem). The rmem and wmem settings have 3 values that specify the minimum, starting and maximum buffer sizes (in bytes). The rmem defaults are (4096, 131072, 6291456) and the wmem defaults are (4096, 16384, 4194304). For flows that do not explicitly set the TCP buffer sizes, the kernel attempts to grow the window size to match the available bandwidth up to the maximum window. The number of bytes a TCP congestion window can have in flight is the minimum receiver window (rwnd), congestion window (cwnd), and the sender buffer size (wmem). The receiver window can use up to 1/2 the rmem setting, with the remaining space is reserved for overhead.

As of Linux kernel v2.6 (in 2006), in order to overcome buffer limitations without having to pre-allocate large amounts of memory or manually tune buffer sizes for each network path, Linux includes an auto-tuning feature. Auto-tuning can be disabled system-wide at the receiver,3 but there is no such setting for auto-tuning at the sender. Auto-tuning code from net/ipv4/tcp_input.c in our kernel (v4.15) shows the receiver buffer size grows by either 3x or 4x, depending upon the rate the buffer is increasing. With auto-tuning, however, performance may be still limited by the maximum buffer sizes for high-bandwidth, high-latency networks.

Keeping the wmem default settings, we evaluate the effects of manually changing rmem compared to auto-tuning the receiver window. Figure 2 depicts the results. The text in bold at the top highlights the settings that have been changed from the default settings. From the left, the first graphs are for the rmem default settings, the second are for the starting value doubled, the third are for the maximum doubled, and the right is for minimum, starting and maximum all set to 60 MBytes. For each set of graphs, the x axis is the time, in seconds, since the download started. The charts are aligned temporally and stacked, and from the top down are throughput, round-trip time, rwnd, cwnd and retransmissions. Each line is the mean across 5 runs, computed once per second, with the shading showing 95% confidence intervals around the mean. The blue lines are with receiver auto-tuning on and the orange lines are with receiver auto-tuning off.

From the graphs, the throughput for receiver auto-tuning is similar in all cases – effectively, rwnd is capped at 1/2 the default max, or about 3 MBytes, which limits throughput to about 30 Mb/s for stacks 1 and 2. For stacks 3 and 4, rwnd is no longer the limit, growing larger than 3 Mbytes, but throughput is still limited by wmem (which we explore next). Without receiver auto-tuning, throughput is severely limited by the default 131 KBytes in the first stack of graphs, is doubled for the second, does not benefit from an increased max for the third, and finally works about as well auto-tuning when the rmem settings are set large (60 MBytes) in the fourth stack of graphs.

Noting that throughputs are limited even for large rmem settings, we next investigate increasing sender-side limits on the buffer by setting wmem to 60 MBytes for the minimum, default and maximum. Figure 3 depicts the results. The graphs are as for Figure 2, but here the wmem settings have all been increased.

From the figure, the first two stacks of graphs appear similar to those in Figure 2 because performance is receiver-window limited. However, when the maximum is doubled in the third stack, the TCP flows can take advantage and the throughput increases. But it is not until the fourth stack, when both the sender (wmem) and receiver (rmem) limits have been overcome that throughputs reach the expected rates of about 120 Mb/s for our satellite link.

However, previous work mentions receiver auto-tuning in Linux occasionally delayed the exponential growth of the TCP congestion window [11]. To assess this, Figure 4 zooms
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2https://software.es.net/iperf/

3sudo sysctl net.ipv4.tcp_moderate_rcvbuf=0
in on the first 15 seconds of downloads with 60 MB settings for wmem and rmem. From this stack, both receiver auto-tuning on and receiver auto-tuning off show exponential growth in the congestion window, without a visual difference between the two of them.

**Recommendation** Linux has auto-tuning (tcp_moderate_rcvbuf) enabled by default. Given we did not observe performance degradations due to auto-tuning during slow start and did observe significant benefits to growing sender and receiver windows up to the maximum, we recommend auto-tuning remain enabled by default.

For the TCP receiver buffer (rmem) the defaults are (4096, 131072, 6291456) and for TCP sender buffer (wmem) the defaults are (4096, 16384, 4194304). Since we observed the buffer maximums limiting throughput for our high-bandwidth, high-latency satellite network, we recommend the maximum for both to be increased to 26214400 — i.e., rmem to (4096, 131072, 26214400) and wmem to (4096, 16384, 26214400).

**HyStart**

Using 60 Mbyte settings for minimum, default, and maximum for both rmem and wmem, we next turn our attention to the performance of HyStart.

Figure 5 depicts the results comparing HyStart on versus HyStart off, done one flow at a time (serially, interleaving HyStart on/off runs). The graphs are as for Figure 2, with 10 runs for each condition (on/off). From the stacked graphs, HyStart off ramps up throughput more quickly than HyStart on, getting to steady state throughput in about 15 seconds versus 35 seconds, on average. Correspondingly, HyStart off finishes the 1 GB download 25 seconds earlier than HyStart on (100 seconds versus 125 seconds total). These gains are without observable differences in the retransmission rates.

Since HyStart primarily affects slow start, we compare the start-up behavior for HyStart on versus HyStart off by analyzing the first 30 seconds of each trace, approximately long enough to download 50 MBytes on our satellite link. This is indicative of algorithm performance for some short-lived flows.

The average Web page size for the top 1000 sites was
around 2 MBytes as of 2018 [7], including HTML payloads and all linked resources (e.g., CSS files and images). The Web page size distribution’s 95th percentile was about 6 MBytes and the maximum was about 29 MBytes. Today’s average total Web page size is probably about 5 MBytes [9], dominated by images and video.

Many TCP flows stream video content and the amount streamed depends upon the video encoding. However, assuming videos are downloaded completely, about 90% of YouTube videos are less than 30 MBytes [4].

Figure 6 depicts the time on the y-axis (in seconds) to download an object for the given size on the x-axis (in MBytes). The object size increment is 1 MByte. Each point is the mean time required to download an object of the indicated size, shown with a 95% confidence interval.

From the graph, HyStart off has a significant benefit to download times. For the smallest objects (1 MByte), HyStart on takes about 50% longer (6 versus 9 seconds). For an average Web page download (5 MBytes), HyStart on takes about 2x longer (8 versus 16 seconds), a ratio similar for 90% of all videos and the largest Web pages (30 MBytes) (11 versus 22 seconds).

HyStart includes two different mechanisms to detect when the TCP slow start state should be exited:

1. packet-train: When the ACK inter-arrival time goes over a threshold, it exits slow start early.
2. delay: when the round-trip time increases over a threshold, it exits slow start early.

By default, both delay and packet train are on by default. We explore the effect these mechanisms have individually and in tandem.
Figure 7 depicts the throughput results comparing the HyStart options (again, run serially, one flow at a time), with 5 runs per option. The x-axis is the time since the download started and the y-axis is the throughput. Each option (1, 2 and both) is shown with a mean bounded by a 95% confidence interval. For reference, the average HyStart off mean performance is shown with a dashed line. From the graph, the packet-train only option 1 performs similarly to HyStart off, suggesting the packet-train method does not cause an early exit. Conversely, the delay only option 2 performs similarly to HyStart with both option 1 and option 2, suggesting the delay mechanism is what causes HyStart to exit slow start. Note the proposed HyStart++ algorithm [1] does not include the packet-train option, only the round-trip time delay option.

Lastly, we analyze the effects that HyStart has for TCP flows run simultaneously (i.e., the flows are competing for the link bandwidth, unlike the previous cases where they were run serially). Figure 8 shows two sets of runs: in Figure 8(a), two default TCP flows are run, so both have HyStart on, and in Figure 8(b), one TCP flow has HyStart on and the other TCP flow has HyStart off. Both graphs show the means for 5 runs bounded by 95% confidence intervals.

Computing Jain’s fairness index [13] shows two HyStart on flows (Figure 8(a)) has a fairness of 1.0 for the first 15 seconds, and 1.0 at steady state (time 55-115 seconds), while one HyStart on flow versus one HyStart off flow (Figure 8(b)) has a fairness of 0.56 for the first 15 seconds, and 1.0 at steady state.

From the graphs and Jain’s fairness, two TCP flows with HyStart on (the Linux default) get approximately the same bandwidth in start-up and steady state. Conversely, when one of the TCP flows has HyStart off, it get significantly more throughput during start-up, which translates to more throughput for the first 40 seconds of the transfer, with corresponding unfairness.

**Recommendation** Since we observed HyStart’s premature exit of TCP slow start over our high-bandwidth, high-latency satellite network can significantly limit throughput, we recommend some changes to the HyStart code. The HYSTART\_DELAY\_MAX parameter provides an upper bound on the deviation from the minimum observed delay that triggers HyStart’s exit of slow start. However, this parameter is currently fixed (16U<<3) regardless of the underlying network’s parameters. To address this shortcoming, we recommend one of two possible changes: 1) Remove the maximum limit, allowing the HyStart threshold trigger to be only determined by the relative deviation from the base latency (currently, 1/8th of the base latency), or 2) adjust the HyStart threshold trigger to be dynamic, based on the mean and standard deviation of the observed network latency. Further tests over a wide range of network conditions (i.e., not just our satellite network) are needed to determine which approach is appropriate.

**Conclusion**

HyStart is designed to improve TCP performance by avoiding loss caused by a slow start overshoot, but HyStart itself can degrade performance if slow start undershoots. This undershoot can be especially problematic for networks with high bandwidth and high delay, such as satellite Internet networks. Satellite Internet connections are important for providing reliable, ubiquitous connectivity with high bandwidths, but pose challenges to TCP due to their high latencies.

This paper presents results from experiments on a production satellite Internet network, comparing the effects of TCP with HyStart on versus TCP with HyStart off. Also considered are the effects of TCP buffer settings at the sender and receiver, both manual settings and auto-tuned, and the impact these settings have in limiting TCP performance.

Analysis of the results shows Linux defaults for buffer settings are not sufficient to achieve more than a fourth of the available bandwidth (about 30 Mb/s out of 120 Mb/s) on the satellite link, owing to buffer limits that are reached before the link is saturated. Buffer auto-tuning is effective at adjusting the sender and receiver buffers up to their maximums, but the default maximums need to be increased to saturate the satellite link. Auto-tuning itself does not appear to limit exponential window growth during slow start.

Over our satellite link, TCP HyStart degrades performance by exiting slow start too early, making it take longer for flows to reach the available bandwidth. Start-up downloads are about 2x faster with HyStart off than with HyStart on, downloading Web-page sized objects in 7 seconds versus 14 seconds. These effects persist when TCP flows compete over the satellite link, with TCP flows that have HyStart off getting about 5x more bandwidth during starting conditions than TCP flows with HyStart on.

The insights on buffer sizes and HyStart should be useful for improving TCP performance over high-bandwidth, high-latency networks such as for satellite Internet.

There are several areas we are keen to pursue as future work. There are other settings to TCP, such as the initial congestion window, fast convergence, the $\beta$ parameter for window factor decrease, and HyStart setting, that may have a significant impact on performance. For flows competing for a satellite Internet link bottleneck there, are other TCP congestion controls available in Linux that are of interest, including but not limited to bandwidth estimation-based BBR [15] and satellite-optimized Hybla [3].
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